
CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your business no matter where you are on your journey 

Orchestrating the Right Solution
VMC on AWS Proof of Concept (POC): This engagement allows clients to go through a CDW-
provided, at VMware’s guidance and participation, workshop. CDW will conduct a VMware 
Cloud on AWS 30-day POC Workshop with your organization at the specified location. This 
remote engagement will be conducted jointly by CDW and your team, and features planning, 
configuration, operations, environment burn-in, AWS services Adjacency Workshop (to explore 
Native AWS services), and use-case testing. Included in the deliverables with this service are a 
Technical Overview Presentation and VMC Pre-flight Checklist.

VMC on AWS Design and Implementation Services: These engagements focus on design and 
implementation of VMware Cloud on AWS. This is a physical VMware infrastructure that is 
located in AWS data centers and managed by AWS/VMware. It is a true IaaS model, but using 
the same VMware infrastructure and management tools you already use in your on-premises 
data center. The VMware Cloud on AWS Design Workshop focuses on implementation design 
and use-case validation to help prepare for a successful VMware Cloud on AWS deployment. 
The VMware Cloud on AWS Implementation service focuses on taking the design variables and 
implementing the SDDC, establishing connectivity and integration with your on-premises data 
center, and running through pilot operation and migration tasks to ensure a smooth transition to 
VMware Cloud on AWS.

CDW GETS VMWARE
CDW, VMware and AWS have teamed up 
to bring our leading capabilities together to 
deliver a truly compelling and differentiated 
solution.

Our partnership delivers:

• Leading compute, storage and 
network virtualization capabilities

• Support for a broad range of 
workloads 

• De facto standard for the enterprise 
data center

• Flexible consumption economics

• Broadest set of cloud services

• Global scale and reach

We design, orchestrate and manage 
customized services and solutions for 
organizations big and small. Let CDW focus 
on the IT business, so you can grow yours.

It can be a challenge for any organization to know how to begin their cloud journey. By working 
with CDW, we can help you quickly recognize the benefits. VMC (VMware Cloud) on AWS simplifies 
Hybrid Cloud by providing VMware’s Software-Defined Data Center on one of the world’s most 
popular public cloud platforms. It is a fully managed vSphere-based environment running on AWS 
infrastructure, which provides dynamic, flexible consumption of IaaS resources via familiar vSphere 
management tools. This model provides the functionality and elasticity clients have come to expect 
from AWS Cloud.

VMware Cloud on AWS can help you achieve:

Operational  
Efficiencies Agility Faster 

Innovation

CDW AMPLIFIEDTM   Infrastructure Services

WE GET HOW 

TO BRING CLARITY 

TO THE CLOUD.

CDW Amplified™ Hybrid Cloud
VMC on AWS Design and Deployment Services

Design Orchestrate Manage On-Premises On-Journey Cloud-Based

https://www.cdw.com/content/cdw/en/services/amplified-services.html


Services Overview
The following are included in CDW’s portfolio of VMC on AWS Services: 

VMware Services

Service Description

VMC on AWS Proof of Concept Workshop 
Get a technical overview of the solution, perform use-case assess-
ments, and receive needed design documentation. Design, configu-
ration and operations overview of VMC.

VMC on AWS Design Workshop Expert design and assessment assistance to ensure the VMC envi-
ronment is well-architected.

VMC on AWS Deployment Services Deployment expertise, knowledge transfer, and adoption around 
your organization’s VMC environment.

VMC on AWS Workload Migration Expert VMC workload assessment and migration 
engagement.

VMC on AWS Site Recovery (SRM Integration) Site recovery assessments and design services to assure environ-
ments are deployed to meet uptime and recovery objectives.

To learn more about CDW’s VMC on AWS Services, 
contact your account manager or call 800.800.4239.

Certifications
CDW has earned multiple Master Services Competencies, which are VMware ’s Partner 
enablement designations. They are designed to identify the people who can provide the 
very best support to clients. We have been awarded Master Services Competencies in the 
following areas:


